It is possible for a low budget project to combine functionality with design, utility with beauty, affordability with excellence?

from the Master Jury Report
Aga Khan Award 2013
Active in Social Design internationally since the last millennium, TAMassociati combines a civil and professional commitment, working in sustainable architecture, urban planning, landscape design, participatory and educational processes, graphic design and social communication.

The office has won widespread recognition and numerous prizes: in 2013 it received the Aga Khan Award for Architecture for the excellence represented by the Salam Centre for Cardiac Surgery in Sudan, the international Ius-Capocchin prize for construction of the world’s most sustainable pediatric hospital (Port Sudan) and the Curry Stone Design Prize for the overall sustainability (social and environmental) of recent projects built in different parts of the world. In 2014 the practice won the Zumtobel Group Award for innovation and sustainability represented by the pediatric hospital it built in Sudan (Port Sudan). It was named Italian Architect of the year for 2014 “for its ability to enhance the ethical dimension of the profession.”

It has been the curatorial team of the Italian Pavilion at the 15th International Architecture Exhibition of La Biennale di Venezia.

In 2017 the firm has won the LafargeHolcim Awards Acknowledgement prize with the project “Maisha film lab, Kampala, Uganda.

TAMassociati has displayed its works at numerous exhibitions and international events, including Architecture is Life at the Aga Khan University in Karachi, Pakistan, 2014; Five Projects for a Sustainable World, Cité de l’Architecture et du Patrimoine, Paris, 2014; AFRITECTURE – Building Social Change at the Pinakotheck der Moderne in Munich, 2013; the Triennale di Architettura in Milan, 2012; International Architecture Exhibition of La Biennale di Venezia, 2012 and 2010 editions.

Currently TAMassociati is working in Uganda, Senegal, Cameroon and Italy. It has offices in Venice, Bologna, Trieste and Paris.

TAM approach taking care in architecture is a response towards unlimited growth and exploitation; it is a precise will for architectural design rooted in mutual respect towards human beings and environmental tasks, as architecture concerns both of them. “taking care” gives a direction to the many issues of contemporary architecture: art, landscape, economy, technology; and it results in the many works tamassociati is doing for health-care structures, cultural buildings, and public spaces in any context. “taking care” becomes a valuable praxis in architect’s work: the consciousness of creating always new meanings and possibilities for people in accordance to spaces.
CURRENT WORKS 2018

COOPERATION/HEALTHCARE
• Centre of excellence for Paediatric Surgery in collaboration with RPBW - Renzo Piano Building Workshop, Entebbe, Uganda

LOGISTIC AND OFFICE
• Emergency ngo new headquarters in Milan, (IT)
• Arper spa new headquarters in Treviso, (IT)
• Alce Nero spa new headquarters in Bologna, (IT)

HOUSING
• Social Housing Masterplan + 61 public buildings, Yaoundé, Cameroon
• Eco-house prototype, Keur Bakar, Senegal
HIGHLIGHTS
Port Sudan Paediatric Centre, Sudan
Nyala Paediatric Centre, Sudan
HIGHLIGHTS
Salam Centre for Cardiac Surgery
Khartoum, Sudan
HIGHLIGHTS
Container Medical Compound and Prayer and Meditation Pavilion at the Salam Centre, Khartoum, Sudan
WHAT'S NEW
Maisha Film Garden, Kampala, Uganda
Cofiloc School, Treviso, Italy
Padiglione Italia, Venice Biennale
WHAT'S NEW
Emergency Headquarters, Milan, Italy
Paediatric Centre, Entebbe, Uganda
Arper spa Headquarters, Treviso, Italy
### WHO WE ARE

- **Massimo Lepore**  
  (Udine, 1960), graduated from IUAV Venice University; Udine Board registered architect n. 787  
  mail: massimo.lepore@tamassociati.org

- **Raul Pantaleo**  
  (Milan, 1962) graduated from IUAV Venice University; Trieste Board registered architect n. 785  
  mail: raul.pantaleo@tamassociati.org

- **Simone Sfriso**  
  (London, 1966), graduated from IUAV Venice University; Venice Board registered architect n. 2451  
  mail: simone.sfriso@tamassociati.org

with:
- Emanuela Not  
  architect and graphic designer (tamassociati Paris)
- Laura Candelpergher  
  architect
- Enrico Vianello  
  architect
- Annamaria Draghetti  
  engineer
- Marta Gerardi  
  graphic designer
- Simona Ventura  
  landscape architect
- Cristiano Silvani  
  agronomist and landscape architect

---

### WHERE WE ARE:

- **Venice (main office):**  
  studio tamassociati  
  Sestiere di Dorsoduro 2731  
  30123 Venice, Italy  
  Tel+fax +39 41 5226974  
  mail: info@tamassociati.org

- **web:** [www.tamassociati.org](http://www.tamassociati.org)
SYNTHETIC PORTFOLIO

The firm’s experiences since 1996 relays on similar approaches to different fields. In the following pages: selection of tamassociati’s most important works.

COOPERATION/HEALTH CARE
Qualified health-care services in far and critical areas, based on the following strategies: environmental impact, low-energy design, human care for patients and workers, budget control.

LOGISTIC/OFFICE
Different projects for dimension, function and location, share similar goals: reduce environmental impact, develop significant relations with context, provide particular care either to brand identity or to individual issues.

PUBLIC SPACE
tamassociati public space planning combines practical and symbolic issues to generate spaces to be lived and perceived as opportunities to strengthen collective identity and common sharing.

HOUSING
Design for new ways of living: more social and more shared; experimenting low construction budget with high performance building systems.

CULTURAL HERITAGE
The past as a source of inspiration for the future.
Centre of excellence for Paediatric Surgery
Entebbe, Uganda

TAMassociati with Renzo Piano Building Workshop are designing together a new Centre of excellence for Paediatric Surgery in Uganda, at Lake Victoria, 35 kilometers from the capital, Kampala. The hospital will have three operating rooms, and 78 beds. It will be constructed with walls of rammed earth, a technique using raw materials from the ground.

Paediatric Centre
Port Sudan, Sudan

The pediatric health care centre is located in a suburb of Port Sudan. One-storey building, including inpatient, outpatient, diagnostic and pharmaceutical area. The hospital is designed as the core of a “square / garden”, a public place to socialize, to play football, to organize the market activities.

Kintobo Health Center
Kintobo, Central in Nyabihu District, Rwanda
ASA studio + TAMassociati

Kintobo Health Center, designed by ASA + TAMassociati, is located in Nyabihu District, Northern Province of Rwanda. The design is focused on the patient and the relation between the patient and the natural environment.

Paediatric Centre
Nyala, South Darfur, Sudan

Paediatric centre and cardiological screening centre. One-storey building, including inpatient, outpatient, diagnostic and pharmaceutical area. Consists of a system of courtyards around a giant baobab. Experience a natural ventilation system and cooling system inspired by the tradition of wind towers “badgir.”

Surgical Centre
Goderich, Sierra Leone

The project involves the renovation and expansion of the Surgical Centre, 10 years after its completion. The restructuring concerns the emergency room, the wards, pharmacy, clinics and pediatrics. The expansion includes the construction of the new surgical block, consisting of 3 operating rooms, sterilization, laundry, guest house.
**COOPERATION/HEALTH CARE**

**Health Care Clinic**  
Bangui, Central African Republic

The dispensary is located within the centre “Joie de vivre”, a place of hospitality, education and health care for children in need. The paediatric clinic is a one-storey building built around a courtyard, there is a small hospital, a laboratory, a clinic, a kitchen, a classroom for training.

**Paediatric Centre**  
Bangui, Central African Republic

The hospital is a one storey building with a courtyard typology and central patio made of quarry brick and traditional wooden ceiling. To increase energy performances the clinic was provided with a high insulating wall, a natural ventilation system of the roof, insulated low-emission glass and shielding of the wall.

**Obstetrics and paediatric Hospital**  
Leon, Nicaragua

The project envisages an Obstetrics Hospital with 40 beds, 3 operating rooms and 4 childbirth rooms, to be built around a wide courtyard. The one floor patio building could be expand with a new 60 bed wing area.

**Salam Centre for Cardiac Surgery**  
Khartoum, Sudan

A cardio-surgery centre to offer highly specialized assistance to patients affected by cardiological pathologies. The plot is located in the south of Khartoum, facing the Nile river; The “Salam” centre was not conceived as a sole building but as a system of buildings and correlated spaces.
Casa Emergency
Milan, Italy

Located in a former disused school, whose spaces have been redeployed by the City with a public call and transformed by Emergency into a new headquarters also open to the citizens. Through public meetings, debates, exhibitions, CASA EMERGENCY will be an open space for the city to promote a culture of peace and rights.

Arper new headquarters
Monastier, Treviso, Italy

“Officina etica”: renovation and extension of the Arper headquarters. Arper is an Italian company and a global leader in the production of seating, tables and design furniture for the community, work and home.

Cofiiloc school
Breda di Piave, Treviso, Italy

Cofiiloc works as Italian leader in construction equipment rental services. This building was designed to host the Cofiiloc School for safety training. Cofiiloc School has as a purpose the redevelopment of abandoned industrial building and the identification of strategies for environmental mitigation of the shed through a green wall.

International Ferry Terminal
Moroni, Comore Island

The concept of the New Moroni Ferry Terminal was inspired by the “genius loci” that characterizes in a unique and original way the social and environmental context of Comoros Islands. The project, despite its huge dimensions, integrate in a “light way” within the urban tissue of the city of Moroni, with a non-invasive approach.

Unicef Sudan Country Office
Khartoum, Sudan

The project consists of a block of offices to the headquarters of UNICEF in Sudan. It is a multi-storey construction built around a courtyard and inspired by strong ecological principles.
LOGISTIC AND OFFICES

**“Cofiloc” Office and Logistic Centre**
Modena, Italy

Cofiloc works as Italian leader in construction equipment rental services. This building was designed in 2009 to host Emilia-Romagna Cofiloc headquarters. In flat plan surroundings, simple volumes and color choices mark strongly the presence and the brand identity of this prefab concrete building.

**“Cofiloc” Office and Logistic Centre**
Codroipo, Italy

Cofiloc works as Italian leader in construction equipment rental services. This building was designed in 2002 to host Friuli Venezia-Giulia Cofiloc headquarters. At the entrance of a large industrial area, this full iron building stands as an armored warden to mark its difference from the other anonymous industrial blocks.

**“Banca Etica” Administration Office**
Padua, Italy

The project consists in the restoration of two Italian liberty-style buildings, the realisation of two wood building, the designed arrangement of a public green area. The intervention follows the rigorous criterion of bio-architecture having the objective of creating an “intelligent” building with regard to energy consumption, harmful emissions and social

**Muscat Central Ferry Terminal**
Muscat, Oman

Masterplan for International and National Ferry Terminal in the Oman’s capital, Muscat: the project includes services dedicated exclusively to the passengers and also services opened to the public (coffee, restaurants, shop, waterfront walkway, Aquarium).
PUBLİC SPAÇES

Italian Pavilion at the Biennale Architettura 2016
Venice, Italy

With “TAKING CARE – Designing for the Common Good”, the TAMassociati curatorial team had developed the theme of architecture as a social art and an instrument in the service of the community, ensuring its access to the common goods.

The renovation project of the MISR (Makerere Institute of Social Research)
Kampala, Uganda

The renovation project of the MISR has its purpose the general reorganization of the main entrance to allow increased visibility and functionality to internal movements. In addition, the project includes the expansion of the library, a recreation area and two seminar rooms.

Maisha Film Garden
Kampala, Uganda

New headquarters for the Mira Nair - Maisha Film Lab ngo. Maisha is a non-profit training initiative for emerging East African filmmakers. Maisha was founded in 2004 by acclaimed director Mira Nair. M.F.G. is cultural, environmental and architectural project to see and narrate a new Africa.

Primary School - Bangui
Bangui, Central African Republic

The school is located within the centre “Joie de vivre”, a place of hospitality, education and health care for children in need. The building has two floors and has a C-shaped, the roof is designed for the recovery of rainwater.

Pellestrina Island landscape plan
Venice, Italy

General plan of re-qualification of public spaces on the island of Pellestrina, Venice. The General Plan is the tool to identify, for each public area to be redeveloped, the solutions and the criteria to be adopted. The development of the Plan has seen the involvement of citizens through a series of public meetings held in places subject to future transformation.
PUBLIC SPACES

“Marconi square”
San Giorgio Piacentino, Italy

Re-qualification of the main public space of the city: an experience in participatory architecture projects and project communications.

Certosa Island Master Plan
Venice, Italy

Plan for recovery and renewal of the Certosa island as a park that can host a nautical centre for boat docking and a complex with equipped training and lodging facilities to service the northern lagoon of Venice and the upper Adriatic.

Prayer and meditation pavilion
Khartoum, Sudan

Prayer pavilion for the Salam Centre for Cardiac Surgery: a place that could accommodate prayer, as customary in any place of health-care, but also a space that could host the spiritual complexity of the Sudan country. Our choice was to create a space that could accommodate the prayer and meditation of all faiths.

“Buozzi Promenade”
Monterotondo, Italy

Re-qualification of the main walking path of the city: an experience in participatory architecture projects and project communications.

“Brin square”
La Spezia, Italy

Re-qualification of one of the most important public spaces of the city: an experience in participatory architecture projects and project communications.
Eco-house prototype
Keur Bakar, Senegal

An experiment in co-development for residential systems self-sufficient in terms of water and energy to be realized in the agricultural zone of Sahelian Keur Bakar (200 km south of Dakar).

Cohousing block
San Lazzaro di Savena, Italy

The complex is the result of a replacement building, a virtuous process of urban regeneration. It will consist of a 4-storey building with 12 apartments and a variety of shared spaces and services: activities common room, laundry room, music room, crafts room, bicycle area. The building will be constructed in timber-type Xlam.

Cohousing village
Villorba, Italy

A village of 8 units surrounded by greenery, in a park fully shared, a “common house” for the activities together and for public events. The common house also hosts the pellet boiler that heats the whole settlement, the photovoltaic and solar thermal. The village is pedestrian only.

Container medical compound
Khartoum, Sudan

International staff housing compound in the Salam Centre for Cardiac Surgery. It consists of 95 20ft-containers for housing and 7 40ft-containers for the cafeteria. Every lodging is 20 sqm and is realized with one and a half recycled containers; the lodging is composed of bedroom, bathroom and a small veranda on the court side.

Private 15th century palace restoration
Castel di Casio, Italy

This massive stone building stands as the main architectural heritage inside the mediaeval village of Castel di Casio, in central Italy. The renovation program combined top standards in fixture and equipments with full respect of ancient spaces and materials. Owner is an important american family, using now the house for cultural events.
HOUSING

Housing in Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates

A project proposal for built plot divisions in Abu Dhabi, with the objective of offering housing solutions that are both differentiated and complex, starting from the concepts of flexibility for building types, a clear recognizability and characterization of architectural elements and sustainable criterion.

Social housing
Iran

The feasibility study is intended to create a pilot project of social housing in Iran. The apartments will have a surface area of 70-80 square meters and will be included in a batch of size 8 * 18.75 m. The structure would endure earthquakes of degree 6 on the Richter scale. The maximum cost for each unit shall not exceed EUR 25,000.
CULTURAL HERITAGE

Certosa Island Master Plan
Venice, Italy

Plan for recovery and renewal of the Certosa island as a park that can host a nautical centre for boat docking and a complex with equipped training and lodging facilities to service the northern lagoon of Venice and the upper Adriatic.

Private 15th century palace restoration
Castel di Casio, Italy

This massive stone building stands as the main architectural heritage inside the mediaeval village of Castel di Casio, in central Italy. The renovation program combined top standards in fixture and equipments with full respect of ancient spaces and materials. Owner is an important american family, using now the house for cultural events.

“Banca Etica” Administration Office
Padua, Italy

The project consists in the restoration of two Italian liberty-style buildings, the realisation of two wood building, the designed arrangement of a public green area. The intervention follows the rigorous criterion of bio-architecture having the objective of creating an “intelligent” building with regard to energy consumption, harmful emissions and social impact.

“Talon Park” Masterplan
Casalecchio di Reno, Italy

Rehabilitation program for the historical park “Parco della Chiusa”. Reorganizes a historic regional park with new activities and routes based on the renovating of old agriculture buildings.
SELECTED PROJECTS

COOPERATION/HEALTH CARE

2017  Centre of excellence for Paediatric Surgery in collaboration with RPBW - Renzo Piano Building Workshop, Entebbe, Uganda

2016  New maternity in the Panjshir Valley, Afghanistan

2015  Renovation and extension of the Emergency NGO surgical centres in Kabul, Afghanistan

2014  Politrack – Emergency NGO mobile clinic

2013  Rwanda Works NGO Health Care clinics, Rwanda (Feasibility project with Asa Studio)

2012  Emergency NGO Polistena clinic, Reggio Calabria, (IT)

2011  Health Care Clinic, Bangui, Central African Republic

2009  Container Medical Compound for The Salam Centre, Karthoum, Democratic Republic of Sudan

2008  Paediatric Clinic, Bangui, Central African Republic

2007  Meditation and Prayer Pavillion, Khartoum, Democratic Republic of Sudan

2006  Obstetrics and paediatric Hospital, Leon, Nicaragua

2005  Paediatric Clinic, Managua, Nicaragua

2004  Salam Centre for Cardiac Surgery, Khartoum, Democratic Republic of Sudan

LOGISTIC AND OFFICES

2017  New Emergency ngo headquarters in Milan, (IT)

2016  Arper spa new headquarters in Treviso, (IT)

2014  Cofiloc Offices and Logistic Centre, Treviso, (IT)

2011  UNICEF Sudan Country Office

2010  International Ferry Terminal, Moroni Comoros Islands

2008  Talon Park Offices, Casalecchio di Reno – Bologna, (IT)

2003  Banca Etica branches in Milan and Padua, (IT)

2002  Banca Etica New Headquarters, Padua, (IT)

2001  Banca Etica branches in Rome and Vicenza, (IT)

2000  Banca Etica branch in Milan, (IT)
PUBLIC SPACES

2017  The renovation project of the MISR (Makerere Institute of Social Research), Kampala, Uganda
2016  Maisha Film Garden, Kampala, Uganda

Italian Pavilion at the Biennale Architettura 2016, Venice, (IT)
2011  Primary School and High School, Bangui, Central African Republic
2010  Masterplan for the requalification of the historical Talon Park, Bologna, (IT)
       Piazza Portosecco, Pellestrina Island, Venice, (IT)
2009  Strada dei Murazzi, Pellestrina Island, Venice, (IT)
2008  Pellestrina Island landscape plan, Venice, (IT)
       Piazza Zendrini, Pellestrina Island, Venice, (IT)
2007  Piazza Marconi, S. Giorgio Piacentino, (IT)
       Setta hill torrent Park, Grizzana Morandi - Bologna, (IT)
       Urban Park, San Giacomo del Martignone - Bologna, (IT)
2006  Certosa Island Master Plan, Venice, (IT)
2004  Piazza Berlinguer, Monterotondo Scalo – Rome, (IT)
       Piazza Civica, Monterotondo Scalo – Rome, (IT)
2003  Piazza Brin, La Spezia, (IT)
       Piazza Buozzi, Monterotondo Scalo - Rome, (IT)

HOUSING

2018  Social Housing Masterplan + 61 public buildings, Yaoundé, Cameroon
2017  Ecohouse prototype, Keur Bakar, Senegal
2015  Cohousing block, Bologna (IT)
       Cohousing block, Treviso (IT)
2014  Farmhouse hotel, Verucchio – Rimini, (IT)
2013  Private 18th century palace restoration, Venice (IT)
       Private 18th century palace restoration, Castel di Casio – Bologna (IT)
2012  Ecovillage, Keur Bakar, Senegal
2009  Private Appartments, Jesolo – Venice (IT)
       Housing in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
       Social Housing in Iran
2007  Wood Prefab housing project for Ille Prefab Industry
       Semi-detached housing, 16 units in Meolo, Venice (IT)
       Housing in Tolmezzo, Udine (IT)
2006  Private Passive House, Cornuda - Treviso (IT)
2005  Private House, Tolmezzo- Udine (IT)
2001  Private House, Venice, (IT)
       Restoration of “Palazzo Spada”, Bologna (IT)
1999  Private Penthouse, Venice, (IT)

CULTURAL HERITAGE

2013  Farmhouse hotel, Verucchio – Rimini, (IT)
2012  Private 18th century palace restoration, Venice (IT)
       Private 18th century palace restoration, Castel di Casio – Bologna (IT)
2010  Banca Etica Administration Offices, Padua (IT)
2008  Talon Park Offices, Casalecchio di Reno – Bologna (IT)
2006  Certosa Island Master Plan, Venice, (IT)

DESIGN (OBJECT AND INSTALLATION)

2013  Medical waste treatment system, Kabul, Afghanistan
2011  Demotetris: modular bookshelves in honeycomb cardboard.
2008 Animal sculptures in rattan for the paediatric clinic, Bangui – Central African Republic
2007 Jacques Brel recreation centre, reception room, Fontenay-sous-Bois, Paris (F)
2006 Giraeffe – a multifunctional light post, outdoor lighting systems
2005/25 social sculpture of peace, historical and environmental itinerary, Trevi
2004 Dominobanc – a modular system for urban furniture, Fontenay-sous-Bois, Paris (F)
2003 Project: “A bathroom for all”, Workshop on accessibility of lavatories in public spaces, Tecnothon
2002 Project for a small mobile gallery for temporary expositions, Fontenay-sous-Bois, Paris (F)
1998 CTM exposition system – fair trade commerce, Padua and Venice

Stand for the Civitas trade-fair, Padua, 1998
Prototype for a portable contrabass
Azzeratore, game for children

GRAPHIC DESIGN & SOCIAL COMMUNICATION

2013 Raul Pantaleo, Marta Gerardi and Luca Molinari, graphic novel “Architetture resistenti”, Becco Giallo editions
2012 Raul Pantaleo and Marta Gerardi, graphic novel “Destinazione Freetown”, Becco Giallo editions
2009 Feature film “Un attimo per la vita”, Graphic animation
SCSA handbooks about healthcare in workplaces, graphic design and illustrations
Fairtrade Exhibition in Treviso (IT), illustrations and comic strips
2008 New playgrounds in S. Giuliano Park, Venice (IT), coordination of participatory project
2007 Ca Foscari University Master School handbooks, graphic design and illustrations
S. Giuliano Park handbooks, Venice (IT), graphic design and illustrations
Venice Primary Schools didactic labs about short film making
Salam Cardiac Centre, Khartoum, Sudan, signals and logos
2006 Venice Primary Schools didactic for short film “Storie di Città”, coordination and graphic animation
2005 graphic design of the book “Trevisions” and the website www.trevision.net
VdV – Polo nautico Vento di Venezia, identity and graphic design
“Una vela per la Pace – Una vela per Emergency” campaign, coordinations and graphic design
Centro Flog, graphic design of the Cd and the book “Musica dei Popoli”
OM Edizioni, CD “Canti liturgici armeni del periodo quaesimale”, graphic design
2004 “Laguna Big Game” videogame, illustration and graphic animation
“Gioca Città” Venice Primary Schools didactic labs, coordination and graphic design
2003 “Gioco Laguna” Venice Schools didactic kit, graphic design and packaging
Municipality of Fontenay-sous-Bois (F), “la galera mobile” project
2002 Municipality of Fontenay-sous-Bois (F), “Natures urbaines” 5th Art Biennal, image and graphic design
Municipality of Fontenay-sous-Bois (F), “Portes ouvertes” Exhibition, image and graphic design
Municipality of Fontenay-sous-Bois (F), “Projet piéton”, image and graphic design
Le Monde Initiatives – Le Monde Group (F), “Semaine du cinéma social”, image and graphic design
2001 Fontenay-sous-Bois Arts and Craft School, coordination of didactic labs
Municipality of Fontenay-sous-Bois (F), “Graphism dans le Rue” Exhibition, image and graphic design
Municipality of Chaumont (F), “Festival International de l’affiche”, graphic design
Pax in Aqua non-profit Association, Venice (IT), image and graphic design
2000 Municipality of Fontenay-sous-Bois (F), “Salone Ephemere” Exhibition, image and graphic design
Municipality of Fontenay-sous-Bois (F), “la Galerie” Art Gallery, image and graphic design
Armenian Cultural Centre of Venice (IT), graphic design of the CD “Bery Zamkochian - Inni della Divina Liturgia armena”.
1999 CUAMM – medici con l’Africa NGO, image and graphic design
CUAMM – medici con l’Africa NGO, Sensitization Campaign, graphic design
CTM – Third World Cooperation NGO, image and graphic design
1997 Banca Etica, Sensibilization Campaign, graphic design
The Rockefeller Foundation (USA), ‘Modernities & Memories. Recent Works from the Islamic World’ exhibition, image
AWARDS AND EXHIBITIONS

2017
• LafargeHolcim Awards Acknowledgement prize – Middle East Africa_Maisha Film Lab
• Italian architect of the year, winning firm
• Zumtobel Group Award 2014_Port Sudan Paediatric Clinic, winning project
• “Africa Big Change Big Chance”, Triennale di Milano_Port Sudan Paediatric Centre
• “Architecture is Life” Exhibition: Aga Khan University, Karachi, Pakistan
• “Barbara Capocchin International Architecture Biennale”, Tokyo, Japan
2013
• Curry Stone Design Prize 2013_Decade-long collaboration with Emergency ngo building clinics in war-torn regions, winning project
• Giancarlo Ius Gold Medal 2013_Port Sudan Paediatric Clinic, winning project
• Aga Khan Award for Architecture_“Salam” Centre for Cardiac Surgery, winning project
• “AFRITECTURE - Building Social Change” exhibition at the Pinakotheck der Moderne in Munich_Port Sudan Paediatric Centre
2012
• Italian Architecture Gold Medal 2012 _ Container Compound in the Salam Centre, Khartoum_Honorable mention in the “Architecture and emergency” category
• Visionaria 2012 - INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL di Piombino “Una giornata infortunata” short film wins the category Special Prize Inail - Premio Speciale Inail
2011
• Pellestrina Island landscape plan (Venice) wins the national award “Participate approach to the public space design” - 1° prize
2010
• 12th Venice International architecture exhibition, Italian Pavilion
“Salam” Centre for Cardiac Surgery
• Middle East Architect Awards 2010_ “Salam” Centre for Cardiac Surgery wins in the category: “Sustainable Project of the Year”
• Smart future minds award_Emergency Pediatric Clinic in Darfur, Sudan, 2° prize
• “Sustainable Architecture” Fassa Bortolo Prize_Container Compound, shortlisted
• Best of Green Award (Treehugger_Discovery Company, USA)_Container Compound, shortlisted
2009
• Italian Architecture Gold Medal 2009 _ Salam Cardiac Centre in Sudan, commented
• Detail Prize 2009 (D) _ Prayer and Meditation Pavillion in Sudan, shortlisted
• La Città per il verde Award (I) _ Piazza Marconi, shortlisted
2008
• Fondazione Frate Sole, International Holy Architecture Award - Prayer and Meditation Pavillion in Sudan, commended
• “Dedalo Minosse” International Awards _ Salam Cardiac Centre in Sudan, special prize
• The ArchitectureReview Award for Emerging Architecture (UK) - Prayer Meditation Pavillion in Sudan, Highly Commended
• intraLUOGHI Awards _ Prayer and Meditation Pavillion in Sudan, 2° prize
2007
• Barbara Capocchin International Award - Prayer and Meditation Pavillion in Sudan, shortlisted
• Barbara Capocchin International Award_BancaEticaHeadquarters, Padua(l), honorable mention
2006
• Fassa Bortolo Sustainable Architecture Award, Banca Etica Headquarters, Padua (l), shortlisted
2005
• Design for all Award (l) _ Banca Etica Headquarters, Padua (l), 3° prize

COMPETITIONS

2015
• Concorso Nazionale Percorsi Diocesani for the new church of Varignano, Viareggio, 1° prize
2011
• Piazza D.Chiesa, Rovereto (TN), 3° prize
2009
• MAXXI 2per100 International Competition, Rome (l), 1° prize
• (Massimo Grimaldi + studio tamassociati)
2008
• Mountain Studies Institute, Asiago (l), 3° prize
2007
• Piazza Marconi, S. Giorgio Piacentino (l), 1° prize
2006
• Urban Park, S. Giacomo al Martignone, 1° prize
2005
• CIRCUITO OFF_Venice International Short Film Festival, 1° prize
2003
• Roana Lake Park (l), honorable mention
2002
• Piazza Brin, La Spezia (l), 1° prize
2001
• Piazza Guala, Turin (l), 1° prize
• The Danish Foundation for Culture and Sport Facilities, shortlisted
2000
• Traffic signals for Venice Lagoon, 1° prize
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS

Books and catalogues about tamassociati:

Architecture is Life - Aga Khan Award for Architecture 2013, ed. Mohsen Mostafavi, 2013
L. Prestinenza Puglisi, ItaliArchitettura 5, ed. UTET, 2011
“Temporary architecture now!”, Jodidio Philip, Taschen Editors, 2011
Closer to God. Religious Architecture and Sacred Spaces, Gestalten Book Editors, 2010
L. Prestinenza Puglisi, ItaliArchitettura 2, ed. UTET, 2009
Philip Jodidio, Green architecture now!, Taschen Editors, 2009
80 anno luce, Ed. Stella Targetti, Florence, 2008;
Gianluca Minguzzi, Architettura sostenibile, Skira Ed., 2008;
South Out There,11º Venice Architecture Biennal, San Marino Republic Pavillion Catalogue, 2008;
Dedalo e Minosse Award Catalogue, 2007/2008
Michele Costanzo, Architettura di pace ospedali di guerra, Gruppo Mancuso Editors, 2007
Barbara Cappochin Architecture Award Catalogue, 2007
Attraversamenti - Umbria 05, Contemporary Architecture Biennal Catalogue, 2005

Texts by tamassociati:

Raul Pantaleo, La sporca bellezza, Eleuthera editions, Milan 2016.
Simone Sfriso and Edoardo Narne, L’abitare Condiviso, Marsilio editions, 2013
Raul Pantaleo and Marta Gerardi, Architetture Resistenti, Becco Giallo editions, 2013
studio tamassociati, Vivere insieme, cohousing e comunità solidali, Altreconomia editions, Milan 2012
Raul Pantaleo and Marta Gerardi, Destinazione Freetown, Becco Giallo editions, 2012
studio tamassociati + agrisophia progetti, Open Lifscape Design, Ed. Alinea, Florence (I) 2009
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS

Reviews about tamassociati:

Archidea, September 2017
Abitare, September 2014, Italy
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